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Code Description Dimension (mm) Weight Color Pkg. / Pallet
ZIN33-1669RV Pvc corner bead with drip protection Mega Net R131 100 x 100 x 2.500 9,80 kg/cf. White 62,5 m / 30 cf.

Specification Description Unity Price
Dak.B.ZIN33.1669RVx Supply and installation of Corner beads with claw-shaped angle, made of heat-sealed fiber glass mesh.

Plastic profile is visible and protected by a removable strip that can be removed after the leveling and painting of the 
surface. Made of PVC and fiber glass mesh.
It is commonly used for reinforcing 90-degree angles in the building structure.
Corner beading is crucial in the ETICS systems to guarantees strength and clean lines around windows, corners and door
frames. It is paintable.
Dimension h. 100 x 100 x 2.500 mm.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

 

Dak.B.ZIN33.1669RV Fiberglass mesh R131 .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... cf. -
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MATERIAL

It is commonly used for reinforcing 90-degree angles in the building structure. Corner beading is crucial in the ETICS systems to guarantees strength and clean lines 
around windows, corners and door frames.

Corner with R131 fiberglass mesh equipped with fixing “strip” for protection of the window frame and glass

PVC CORNER BEAD WITH DRIP PROTECTION
MEGA NET
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This data sheet supersedes and replaces all previous ones. The information contained herein is accurate to our present knowledge.
Dakota Group S.a.S. assumes no responsibility or liability with respect to the information given. Dakota Group S.a.S. reserves the right to change specifications and models without prior 
notice. Dakota Group S.a.S. - Via Don Cesare Scala, 55 - Brentino Belluno (VR) - Italy - www.dakota.eu - info@dakota.eu
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Made of PVC and fiberglass mesh.


